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Data Table 14 Rejected cremation burials not included in catalogues published here 
 

These were all in the Cemetery II area but either: 

a) no bone was recorded at any point, and no intact cremation pit with central in situ vessel 
that could be a cremation urn, or 

b) they appear to be Roman or Iron Age. 

 

231 
CREM PIT: 736'N x 432'E; cut no. 15662; 0.25 x 0.30m. 
Fill: fine brown loam; some CH.  
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: No pot recovered. 
BONE: None. 
CH (GM): Quercus sp (oak) frs; in pit (now missing). 
FINDS: None. 

 

261 
CREM PIT: 748'7N x 419'9E; cut no. 1748; 0.40 x 0.12m. Cuts 1594 (RB ditch). 
Fill: IA, RB and AS shs spread over small area, but none clearly part of cremation pot (AM); 
FC; CH (from scraping at 750'N x 420'E). 
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: No pot recovered. 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: None. 

 

297 
CREM: 861'N x 331'E; F12197; no dimensions (destroyed). 
Condition: not securely stratified. 
CONTAINER: Five or six shs surviving; ext surface smoothed, slightly oxidised; int surface 
smoothed and with organic impressions. (Not illustrated.) 
Fabric type: 2. 
Colour: int: green/brown (A1); ext: brown (B4). 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: None. 

 

300 
CREM PIT: 863'N x 347'E; cut no. 12199; no dimensions (no information). 
Fill: frs of ?cremated bone; CH; shs (missing), probably residual (AM). 
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: No pot recovered. 
BONE: None. 
CH (GM): Quercus sp (oak) 20 frs (3g); in pit. 
FINDS: None. 
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305 
CREM: 844'N x 380'E; F12163; no dimensions (destroyed).   
Condition: ?not securely stratified. 
CONTAINER: One sh; smoothed surfaces. (Not illustrated.) 
Fabric type: 3; mainly quartz sand with some organic impressions. 
Colour: int and ext: green/brown (A1). 
BONE: None. 
CH: Present (not kept). 
FINDS: None. 

 

309 
CREM: 832'N x 396'E; F12155; no dimensions (destroyed). 
Fill: very small shs recovered (missing) (Not illustrated.)  
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: No pot recovered. 
BONE: None. 
CH (GM): Quercus sp (oak) 30 frs (3g). 
FINDS: None. 

 

315 
CREM PIT: 795'N x 378'E; cut no. 9005; no dimensions (no information). Cuts 9041 
(prehistoric ditch). 
Fill: no description. 
Condition: damaged pot and ?pit. 
CONTAINER: Base of uncertain form (missing) (Not illustrated.) 
Fabric type: unknown. 
Colour: unknown. 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: None. 

 

329 
CREM: 697'6"N x 507'E; F7217; no dimensions (destroyed). Possibly cuts 7199, 7217 (?BA 
pits). 
Condition: not securely stratified. 
CONTAINER: Small shs and one very small part of base of uncertain form surviving; soft, 
abraded, with organic impressions on surfaces. (Not illustrated.) 
Fabric type: 3. 
Colour: int and ext: brown (A2). 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: None. 

 

339 
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CREM PIT: 826'N x 299'E; cut no. 8244; 0.46 x c 0.28m. Cuts 8240 (?RB pit); cut by Crem 
338. 
Fill: tiny ?AS shs: fabric type: 3; colour: int and ext: green/brown (A1). 
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: No pot recovered. 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: 
339/1 Probable part of a bracelet (GE); large fr of slightly curved, narrow copper-alloy strip 
of plano-convex section; surface very corroded but inner surface appears flat; outer surface 
curved with possible evidence of ?moulded decoration. One end broken, other end ?tapered 
(GE). Not melted. (AML 715172; no Xrad)  
In pit, at 0-0.23m. 

 

396 
CREM PIT: 772'N x 498'E; cut no. 1660; no dimensions (no information). 
Fill: pot shs. 
Condition: nearly destroyed pot and ?pit/not securely stratified. 
CONTAINER: Shs surviving; smoothed surfaces with some organic impressions. (Not 
illustrated.) 
Fabric type: 1A. 
Colour: int: green/brown (A1); ext: brown (B4). 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: None. 

 

487 
CREM PIT: 799'6"N x 467'4"E; cut no. 1700; no dimensions (no information). Probably cuts 
Gr 575. 
Fill: no description. 
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: No pot recovered. 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: 
487/1 ‘Iron objects’, no description; once extant but now missing. (Not illusrated.) (No AML 
no; no Xrad) 
Location uncertain. 

 

495 
CREM PIT: 733'6"N x 486'E; cut no. 1728; 0.35 x 0.13m. 
Fill: top layer of very dark grey loam and small pebbles, much CH; second layer with dark 
brown loam and CH (large amount); bottom layer of dirty brown gravel with flecks of CH 
and many small pebbles; soil sample. 
Condition: nearly destroyed pot and ?pit. 
CONTAINER: Flaring rim and one other sh survive; burnished surfaces with some organic 
impressions. (Not illustrated.)  
Fabric type: 1B. 
Colour: int and ext: green/brown (A1). 
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BONE: None.  
CH (GM): Quercus sp (oak) frs (22g); in pit. 
FINDS: None. 

 

502 
CREM PIT: 757'9"N x 558'6"E; cut no. 9954; no dimensions (no information). 
Fill: no description. 
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: Pot recovered but now missing. 
BONE: None.  
FINDS: None. 

 

974 
CREM PIT: 827'6"N x 635'E; cut no. 15484; no dimensions (no information). Cut by 
posthole (828'N x 634'E). 
Fill: FC; ?accessory vessel 974a: burnt rim (incomplete) with faint incised neck lines; ?BA 
FG shs. 
Condition: ?nearly destroyed/damaged pot and ?pit. 
CONTAINER: ?Globular/shouldered jar with flaring rim; smoothed surfaces with organic 
impressions. 
Fabric type: 3 (TS). 
Colour: int: brown (B3) with green/brown (A1); ext: brown (B4) with green/brown (A1). 
BONE: None. 
CH (GM): Quercus sp (oak) frs (0.5g); location uncertain. 
FINDS: None. 

 

In fill of Gr 628 
CREM PIT: c 704'N x 590'E; no cut no; 0.18 x 0.18m. Cuts Gr 628.  
Fill: no description. 
Condition: unknown. 
CONTAINER: No pot recovered. 
BONE: None.  
FINDS:  
Copper-alloy sheet frs. 
At 0-0.18m. 

Prehistoric/Roman 
1104  
CREM PIT: 843'6"N x 596'6"E; cut no. 13631; 0.53 x 0.23m. 
Fill: soil sample: very black and charcoally, with a few reddened pebbles; many IA FG shs; 
gravel with much small grit; frs of cremated bone and CH; large shs on edge, smaller pieces 
scattered throughout.  
Condition: nearly destroyed pot and ?pit. 
CONTAINER: Shs, once extant but now missing. (Not illustrated.) 
BONE (SM): Present (0.3g); in pit. 
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CH (GM): Crataegus sp (hawthorn); in pit (now missing). 
FINDS: None. 

 

491 
CREM PIT: 971'N x 194'E; cut no. 7766; 0.34 x 0.15m. 
Fill: dark brown pebbly loam. 
Condition: fragmentary pot and ?pit. 
CONTAINER: Shouldered jar with flat-angled base and vertical rim; smoothed surface; 
horizontal incised line on shoulder and row of stamps on neck. Residue int and ext. 
Stamp type: D 1ai. 
Fabric type: ?1 (DC). 
Colour: int and ext: green/brown (A1). 
BONE: None. 
FINDS: None. 

 

647 
CREM PIT: 1387'N x 164'E; cut no. 5879; c 0.71 x c 0.23 m. 
Fill: several burnt pebbles; much cremated bone from pit perimeter; CH; at 0-0.15m large 
burnt FLs (missing), a few RB shs; lying on a reddish clay layer.  
Condition: nearly destroyed pot and ?pit. 
CONTAINER: Globular jar with flat-rounded base and flaring rim; smoothed surfaces. 
Fabric type: 2. 
Colour: int and ext: brown (B5) and green/brown (A1). 
BONE: Present (seen by SM); in pit.  
CH (DDM): Carbonised cereal grain (1g), four grains of Hordeum vulgare (hulled barley) 
and one grain of Avena sativa (oats); in pit. 
FINDS: None. 

 

866 
CREM PIT: 1110'N x 394'E;  
CH (GM): Quercus sp (oak) frs (8g) and Populus sp (poplar) 20 frs; at 0-6 to 9in. 
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